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Reputed Record of The Baptist Church of Epworth, Crowle and West Butterwick
for 1599 to 1620

On Saturday 13 Sep 2008 Bill Goldthorp visited Crowle on the Heritage Open Day. Three
churches were open including the Baptist at the start of Mill Road. Mill Trod as he
remembered it. There he found a hand written document on foolscap written probably with a
fountain pen some 60 or 70 years old. Purporting to be a copy of the baptismal records of the
Epworth, Crowle and West Butterworth Baptist Congregation from 1599 to 1620.

It was fascinating to read that the leader of the Pilgrim Fathers and many Church elders had
been baptised in the river Torne where Bill used to go swimming as a boy.
Bill was fascinated and swallowed it hook, line and sinker.

Bill asked for a copy intending to head for the Lincolnshire Archives in Lincoln to investigate
the matter further. When to his chagrin he received an e-mail from Crowle Community Forum
with a copy of a book attached from the library of the University of Michigan “The True
Story of John Smyth, the Se-Baptist” by Henry Martyn Dexter, 1881:

“The Ancient Records” are discussed in Chapter three:
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Henry Martyn Dexter’s account gives the date 1598:

1598. 20 November. William Bradford baptised in the old river Torne below Epworth,
town, at midnight. Moon fhone bright. To God be praife evermore.

Whereas it had been 1599 in the record that Bill read. Dexter criticises the record as forgery
but perhaps did not fully consider.

Why record “old river Torne”. This suggested to Bill that the record were made after 1626 to
28 when the drainage was carried out during which the Torne was rerouted well north of
Epworth about a mile south of Crowle, just south of Hirst Priory. It can be noted now that the
place where baptisms took place, Dipping House Farm is nowhere near a river.

Dexter had the Rev. Jebaz Stutterd authenticate this copy of his own copy of the lost records.
Although he believed these records to be a forgery, he does not accuse the Rev. Stutterd as
being aware of it. In fact when you look at the signature it is rather shaky suggesting a frail
elderly man, though in 1866, when he copied the purported record, he would be active and fit.

Dexter substantiated his criticisms using other known documents. He compares the history of
individuals in these records with authenticated and known records of the individuals and
proves the incidents are incorrect. But there is a basic current of truth underneath that cannot
be ignored and that is of a persecuted, exploited and disadvantaged community, who were
eventually driven to emigrate in order to worship as they wished.

20 November 1598. Robert Watson’s New Almanac etc for this prefent yeare 1598.
The full moon on November that year was “on the iiid daye, iii minutes after two of ye
clocke in ye morning”
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The dates may be inaccurate but the history of the persecution is not.

Dexter believed the forgery to be written in 1856, yet Rev. Stutterd’s description suggests
older documents. See his letter below. Did people in 1856 have the resources to fake the
documents and writing in such a way as to make them seem extremely ancient? Without the
original documents to analyse it is impossible to say.

The “Old river Torne” leads Bill to believe that they were written after the drainage that is
after 1626, probably several decades after the actual occasions relying very much on people’s
memories or what their predecessors told them. That is folk memory.

The main thing is the atmosphere of distress and persecution these records convey to the mind
of the reader, irrespective of authenticity. Persecution to such an extent that they felt they had
no option but to risk their live, which many of them lost, and set up again in a wilderness.

From the United States viewpoint they make very good Founding Fathers, although there
were slightly older but less civilised colonial settlements in nearby Boston.

In July 1879, the ‘General Baptist Magazine’ of London published an article “The Beginnings
of Liberty” quoting the Baptist records extensively. The magazine had not authenticated their
origins. Dexter’s investigation was necessary, but to describe the records as forgeries was
probably an over statement.

For further reading see archives of the University of Michigan via Google.

W.O. Goldthorp
2008
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